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1. Introduction. As a theory, the general systems theory has been very well 
developed from the time it was first born formally. At the middle century of this 
theory, the general systems theory was first described by relation language which 
made it possible to study the mathematical systems. This article will make a brief 
review of the development of the general systems theory and give a new model of 
general systems which will be proved to be a most possible generalization of each 
old one and to be mathematicalized. 
2. The development of the models of general systems and new 
model. Roughly speaking, the idea of systems appeared in at least the time of 
Aristotle. For example, Aristotle’s statement “the whole is greater than the sum of 
its parts” could be the first definition of a basic system problem. After then, many 
great thinkers in the history used the language of their times to study certain 
systems problems. Say, Nickolas of Cusa, a profound thinker of the 15th century, 
linking medieval mysticism with the first beginings of modem science, introduced 
the notion of the coincidentia oppositorum. Leibniz’s hierarchy of monads looks 
quite like that of modem systems; his mathesis universalis presages an expanded 
mathematics which is not limited to quantitative or numerical expression and is able 
to formulate all conceptual thinking. Gustav Fechev, known as the author of the 
psychophysical law, elaborated in the way of the native philosophers of the 19th 
century, supraindividual organizations of higher order than the usual objects of 
observation-- for example, life communities and the entire earth, thus romantically 
anticipating the eco-systems of modem parlance, for details, see [ 11. 
In 1920’s, L.von Bertalanffy [2] introduced the concept of systems formally. In 
1954, A.Tarski [17] defined a concept of systems with relations as a non-empty 
set, called the domain of the systems with relations, and a finite sequence of 
families of relations defined on the set. In 1956, A.Hall and R.Fagen in [5] 
described a system as a set of objects and some relations between the objects and 
attributes of the objects. A.Uyomov in [3] showed that the attributes of the objects 
of a system can be viewed as new objects of the sytem. In such a way, the model 
of system of Hall and Fagen’s is a set of objects together with some relations over 
objects. In 1964, M.D.Mesarovic began to study the model of systems in set 
theoretical anguage. His model reads: A sytem S is a relation on nonempty sets : 
II { Vi : i E I ) ZI S where II denotes a Cartesian product, and I an index set 
([ 141). It can be seen from this model that the general sytems theory has been 
developed from an intuitive description to a theory of relations. It is this that 
Bertalanffy first emphasised in [ 11. Upon the consideration of the interrelationship 
between the systems under concern and some environments of the systems, 
M.Bunge gave a model of systems in 1979 [4] as follows: Let T be a non-empty 
set, then the ordered triple W=(C,E,S) is a system over T if and only if C and E are 
mutually disjoint subsets of T and S is a non-empty set of relations on the union of 
C and E; the sets C and E are called the composition and an environment of the 
system, respectively. By combining the ideas listed above and considering the 
convenience of theoretical development, Y.Lin and Y.Ma introduced a model in [8] 
and [ 1 l] in 1987, which was: S is a system iff S is an ordered pair (M,R), where M 
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is the object set of S and R is a set of some relations over M. This definition has 
been proved to be a generalization of the models listed above. This model also 
agrees with Bertalanffy’s argument. However, it seems that the model is not 
general enough since it is not necessary to restrict a relation as a linear one, e.g., 
Cartesian product. By consulting [15], one notices that a partial algebra seems more 
general than a model of systems. Joining the advantages of universal algebras and 
general systems, the following model of general systems should be as desired: 
t.l.Definition. Let I be an index set. S is said to be a general system of type K 
= {I$}i,I over I, where K is a partially ordered set, for each i E I if S is an ordred 
triple (M,R,K) such that M is the set of objects of S , for each i E I there is a subset 
ri of MKi as an element of R; Ki is called the type of ri and K is called the type of S. 
If R= (0),thenSissaidtobediscrete. 
This model is easily seen to be a generalization of each classical one. In the next 
section, a few results about this model will be discussed. 
3. Basic relations between systems. From definition 2.1, two systems 
S=(M,R,K) and S’=(M’,R’,K’) over I and I’, respectively, are equal iff everything 
coincides.S’issaidtobeasubsystemif III’, MIM’,KI>K’,{ ctlK*:o~ 
i 
Ki and cx 1 g .t E MfKi’ ) I> ri’ 
straightforward! 
for each i E I. The following is almost 
3.1. Proposition. If a system S’ is a subsystem of a system S and vice versa, 
then S=S’. 
A morphism F from a system S=(M,R,K) over I to another one S’=(M’,R’,K’) 
over I’ is a set of mappings F = { f,g ) U ( Qi : i E I ] so that f E Hom(M,M’), g 
E Hom(I,I’) in the category of sets and $i E Hom(Ki,K’& for each i E I in the 
category of partially ordered sets, such that for each x E ri E R there exists a y E 
“g(i) E R’ SO that fox = yo+i as maps from Ki -+ M’. A morphism F is an 
isomorphism if g: I 2 I’, f: M % M’, +i: Ki 3 K’s(i) as partially ordered sets, and 
ri = rip(i) as sets under the mapping given by the equality fox=yo@i. An easy 
matter is to varify that the isomorphism defined this way acturally describes an 
equivalence relation on the class of all systems if we say two systems are similar 
when they are isomorphic. A morphism F is an embedding if the image of F is 
similar to a subsystem of another one. The notation F: S14 S2 is used to mean that 
F is an embedding from S1 to S2 A nontrivial result on the embedding is: 
3.2. Theorem. If F: SIC, S2 and G: S24 S1 then there exist subsystems SOD 
Sl* and S2 1 S2* so that 
in the maximal sense. 
.The detailed proof can be found in [9]. This theorem resembles the Bernstein 
theorem in Set theory. Another theorem says that if F is a morphism from S1 to S2, 
then one can construct a quotient system S l/E under some equivalent relation E so 
that F: S l/E - F(S I) where F is the canonically induced map. Although it is a basic 
fact in algebra in the corresponding concepts, this theorem still provides a mean in 
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the classification of systems. The stated theorem above was located in [9], too. A 
morphism F from a system S1 to S2 is structurally epimorphic if g is surjective. 
With this concept, we have: if F is a morphism from S1 to S2 , both of them are 
non-discrete, then there exist subsystems S1 1 Sl*, S2 2 S2* so that FI sl* is 
structurally epimorphic under the maximal sense regarding to Sl*, S2* as 
subsystems([9]). 
4. a-type hierarchy of systems. Let ( A, 2 ) be a partially ordered set with 
order type 01 (for the terminologies of set theory, one consults [7]), an a-type 
hierarchy of systems S over A is a mapping F from A to the class of systems 
(which is acturally a category together with morphisms defined before, denoted by 
GS); a linked a-type hierarchy of systems is a contravariant functor F from A to 
GS (for categorical terminologies, one refers to [ 13]), denoted by LS(A). By 
investigating the definition of functors, one knows that a linked a-type hierarchy of 
systems consists of a set of systems (Sk : h E A } together with morphisms 
$X~E Hom(Sp,Sh) for h,p~A with ~2h; and the compatible 
conditions:$~=$~qoQOP for p.&Qh; and +U=idS,. With the above concepts, we 
have the assertion that for any a-type hierarchy of systems S, there exists a linked 
a-type subsystem S’ of S. The proof of this is in [lo]. For two linked a-type 
hierarchies of systems, amorphism from one to the other is a natural transformation 
of two functors. A tedious checking shows that all linked a-type hierarchies of 
systems together with the morphisms given above form a category, denoted by 
LSa (it is worthwhile noting that a linked a-type hierarchy of systems is 
independent of the base set ). From its definition one can see that a linked a-type 
hierarchy of systems LS(A) is acturally an inverse system in the categorical sense. 
A principal result in [ 181 asserts that the inverse limit of this system exists, denoted 
by l&r&S(A). If one uses (M,R,K) to represent his(A), then it is not hard to 
obtain that M = lim MA, I = limlh, Ki = limK~(i~), for each i E I and R = ( ri : i E 
I ), ri = lim rk(ikrwhere all~explaine&otations come from their own origins, 
and the i=erse limits are in set theoretical sense. Now, projecting each M,I,K , and 
ri down to LS(A), we obtain a linked a-type hierarchy of systems. This is acturally 
again a linked a-type hierarchy of systems according to a theorem in [9] and is 
called the hereditary part of LS(A) and is invariant under taking inverse limit, 
denoted by HP(LS(A)). This part in fact inherits most mapping properties, say, if a 
morphism from a linked a-type hierarchy of systems to a linked P-type one is 
defined in the obvious way, then hereditary parts will inherit the morphism. If one 
linked a-type hierarchy of systems can be embedded into a linked p-type one, then 
the hereditary part of a-type one can also be embedded into that of P-type one. 
these results provide one a chance to reduce the study of linked a-type hierarchy of 
systems to that of its hereditary part, which could have simple structures or carry 
the majority of the information of the original one, see [ 101. 
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5. Conclusion and further questions. As one has seen, the new model of 
general systems given in Definition 2.1 is a generalization of each classical one. Its 
advantages lie in the applications to gragh theory, which is contained in the 
definition of relations, to mathematical fields when one puts particular elations on 
object set, to physical problems when one models the physical concepts into system 
language([lQ), and etc.. However, it seems that it is harder to study some 
important properties of general systems. For example, in [l l] and [12], the 
controllabilities of input-output systems and general systems were discussed under 
the model given there. But it seems that we can not copy the concepts over here. 
These shall be left as further research topics. After all, from both applications and 
theoretical demands, it is necessary to make this development. On the other hand, a 
successeful application of category theory could make the language nicer. This can 
be seen by comparing the descriptions of linked a-type hierarchies of systems here 
andthatin [ll]. 
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